educational and scientific institutions. In particular, it was suggested that scientific societies take it upon themselves to monitor, to suggest policy, and if possible to participate in the process by which decisions are made for such loans.
In conclusion, the participants affirmed that the advancement of science is fundamentally linked to the advancement of human rights. Scientists therefore have a responsibility not only to promote scientific freedom but also to promote the basic rights guaranteed to all people under international law. Furthermore, scientists have a duty to refuse to participate in actions which violate the human rights of others.
In a related action, on 7 January, the The new series provides an introduction to the ethical and moral role of the scientist in today's world. Thus, it describes key areas of concern among scientists, philosophers, and the public, as well as providing a record of the development of these concerns. AAAS also plans to use Science 81 to create lively teaching materials to help science teachers in the secondary schools, and especially to benefit minority students and girls, according to Mosteller. "We will werk with our affiliated scientific societies to develop action programs, and we will have joint projects with science and technology centers and museums," he said.
The AAAS action follows a report by the U.S. Secretary of Education and the director of the National Science Foundation last fall that pointed out that there had been a 15-year decline in the U.S. commitment to excellence in science, math, and engineering. 
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